Abstract-In orthogonal code hopping multiplexing (OCHM) systems, hopping pattern (HP) collisions may degrade the system performance. Previous studies on the effect of HP collisions in OCHM systems were mainly based on computer simulations and there was no rigorous mathematical analysis of bit error rate (BER) performance. The HP collisions in OCHM systems differ from the hits in frequency-hopping (FH) systems or intracell interference in DS-CDMA systems because it can be effectively controlled through synergy and perforation techniques. In this paper, we introduce a received signal model for OCHM systems and analyze the BER performance for OCHM systems. Through the analysis of the BER performance, OCHM systems can be characterized more clearly and the allocated power at base station can be estimated. Furthermore, the user capacity is analyzed for a given channel coding scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, data traffic has gradually increased in wireless communication systems. From this trend, data traffic will be expected to be dominant in future wireless systems. Data traffic is inherently bursty and generally exhibits low user activity. Furthermore, there is more downlink traffic than uplink traffic. Several efficient downlink systems have been proposed to provide this data traffic in wireless link [1] , [2] .
An orthogonal code hopping multiplexing (OCHM) system [3] - [7] has been proposed to accommodate a lager number of mobile users (MUs) with bursty traffic than the number of orthogonal codewords in downlink. It utilizes statistical multiplexing for orthogonal downlink in DS/CDMA systems. Since each MU communicates with base station (BS) through a given orthogonal code hopping pattern (HP), signaling messages for allocation and de-allocation of orthogonal codewords are not needed during a session. HP can be randomly generated based on an MU specific number, such as electronic serial number (ESN) and HP collisions between MUs may occur.
When an HP collision among MUs occurs in the conventional FH-CDMA systems, it is considered as an inevitable interference (hit) in case that all MUs are asynchronous with one another [8] . However, the HP collision can be detected and controlled by BS in a synchronous downlink environment. Furthermore, HP collisions in OCHM systems differ from the ICI in the uplink of DS-CDMA systems which is characterized by the cross-correlation function between non-orthogonal codewords.
Previous studies [3] - [7] on the OCHM systems have focused on the mitigation of the perforation effect. However, the performance of these proposed schemes was evaluated mainly based on computer simulations, especially, in terms of the frame error rate (FER) for given perforation probabilities and received E b /N 0 values. There has been no rigorous mathematical analysis for the perforation effect on the system performance. In this paper, we introduce a received signal model in OCHM systems and analyze the BER performance. Through the analysis of BER, the FER performance at MU can be estimated and the user capacity of OCHM system for a given channel coding scheme is also analyzed. Furthermore, the allocated power for each MU at BS can be estimated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, OCHM systems are briefly reviewed. The performance of OCHM systems is analyzed in Section III. Numerical examples for the performance of OCHM system are described in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND OF OCHM SYSTEMS

A. OCHM Mechanism, HP collisions, Perforation, and Synergy
The OCHM systems utilize a synergy and perforation scheme for HP collision control at the BS. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of an OCHM system deploying the synergy and perforation scheme. Furthermore, both the transmitted and received power levels for a specific user are shown. T s denotes the symbol time. Each user changes the orthogonal codeword (OC) according to HP at each symbol time, during which a HP collision may occur. However, most of users may be inactive because of low channel activities. Users b and d are inactive in Fig. 1 , but they follow their HPs during their sessions. In this case, HP collisions between an active user group and an inactive user group do not affect the performance of the active user group. The shaded parts in Fig. 1 indicate this type of collision.
When an HP collision among the active users occurs, BS compares the user data experiencing the HP collision and determines whether all user data with the same HP collision are the same or not. If all the corresponding data are the same, all the corresponding data symbols are transmitted (synergy) without control, which results in an energy gain at the receiver. On the contrary, if all data with the same HP collisions are not the same, all the corresponding data symbols are not transmitted (perforated) during the symbol time. For example, OC#5  OC#3  OC#14  OC#8  OC#2  OC#15  OC#7   OC#5  OC#3  OC#22  OC#45  OC#28  OC#12  OC#5  OC#3  OC#22  OC#45  OC#28  OC#12  OC#5  OC#3  OC#22  OC#45  OC#28  OC#12  OC#5  OC#3  OC#22  OC#45  OC#28  OC#12  OC#15  OC#6  OC#1  OC#16  OC#8  OC#3   OC#7  OC#12  OC#14  OC#2  OC#11  OC#4  OC#10   OC#12  OC#1  OC#2  OC#15  OC#2  OC#12  OC#13   OC#5  OC#3  OC#22  OC#45  OC#28  OC#12  OC#35  OC#5  OC#3  OC#22  OC#45  OC#28  OC#12  OC#35  OC#5  OC#3  OC#22  OC#45  OC#28  OC#12  OC#35  OC#5  OC#3  OC#22  OC#45  OC#28  OC#12  OC#35  OC#11  OC#6  OC#10  OC#3  OC#7  OC#1  OC#16   OC#6  OC#4  OC#13  OC#5  OC#7  OC#12 User e experiences a synergy at (n + 2)T s and a perforation at (n + 4)T s .
When a user experiences a synergy, BS allocates power for the user without any change, and then, all the symbols experiencing the synergy have an additional energy at the receivers because of other users' energy added by despreading process using the same OC. The quantity of the additional power is determined by the distance between a BS and codecollision users in case that the OCHM system utilizes a power control scheme. In Fig. 1 , if User e is at a cell boundary and User c is located near a BS, the additional received power at User e is much smaller than the average received power required which is the power when an HP collision does not occur. On the contrary, the additional received power at User c is much bigger than the average received power in case of an HP collision. The synergy scheme results in an energy gain. However, its effect varies according to the location of users in a cell. Statistically, the users near BS have a more energy gain than those at the cell boundary. Therefore, in OCHM systems, the energy gain at the receiver due to the synergy scheme is complex to analyze even though several previous papers assumed all the HP-collision users are located in the same distance from BS in their performance evaluations [3] - [7] .
When a user experiences a perforation, BS does not allocate power for the perforated symbol and the user detects only noise during the perforated symbol time. Hence, the perforation degrades the BER performance and some additional energy may be required to trasmit for a target BER.
The HP collision probability of the OCHM system is expressed as:
whereῡ is the channel activity, N OC is the number of orthogonal codewords, and M is the number of users in a cell. For a given channel activityῡ, P c increases as the number of active users increases. The perforation probability of encoded symbols in the conventional OCHM systems is written as:
where s is the number of symbol locations in data modulation (i.e. s = 2 for BPSK). Hence, the synergy probability is given as:
B. Perforation Only Model (POM)
In this paper, we assume the additional received power is set to zero. We call this signal model a perforation only model (POM) since it considers only a perforation scheme. Hence, POM provides an upper bound of the BER performance of OCHM systems. The received signal model of the BPSK symbol in AWGN channel is expressed as:
In Eq. (4), we also assume that a positive symbol is transmitted and its symbol energy is set to E s . The distribution function of POM is obtained as
where
Therefore, the PDF function of the received signal in OCHM systems is given as
where the received signal follows the POM. As noted before, POM provides the upper bound of the BER performance of OCHM systems. Furthermore, POM maintains the consistency according to the distance between the MU and the BS since the perforation effect is not dependent on the relative distance. The BER performance in POM provides the overall system performance regardless of the MU's location for a given perforation probability. Therefore, we utilize the POM for the analysis of BER performance in the rest of this paper.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. BER Performance of OCHM system with convolutional codes
We consider the coded bit error probability of the OCHM systems with the convolutional codes (CC). CC is one of the most commonly used channel coding schemes in wireless communication systems. We assume that BPSK modulation is used for transmitting symbols over an AWGN channel with one-sided power spectral density N 0 . For a soft-decision Viterbi decoder, the probability of error in the pairwise comparison of two paths at a node that differ in d symbols is expressed as:
where y r represents the r-th received symbol. Eq. (7) is called the first error event probability. If we assume an all-zero codeword is transmitted according to the following: (7) can be written as:
where R c denotes the code rate of the encoder. From Eqs. (7), (8) the event-and bit-error probability bounds of convolutional codes in AWGN channels are expressed as [9] :
where A d and B d are the number of codewords of weight d and the total number of non-zero information bits on all weight-d codewords, respectively. d free is the free distance of convolutional codes.
We use the characteristic function of a random variable for analysis. The characteristic function of Gaussian random variable N (µ, σ 2 ) is given as
When we consider the POM case in OCHM systems, the characteristic function of the received signal in OCHM systems is obtained by
Then, the characteristic function of the random variable Z is expressed as
where each received signal y i in OCHM systems has the same probability density function and is independent of each other. Substitution of Eq. (12) into Eq. (13) yields the characteristic function of Z as follows:
Therefore, the probability density and distribution functions of Z are obtained as
From Eqs. (12) through (16), the first event error probability of the convolutional codes in OCHM systems is expressed as:
Hence, the event-and bit-error probability bounds in OCHM systems with the convolutional codes are expressed as:
and
where A d and B d are determined by the encoder structure.
B. Frame error rate (FER) analysis from the BER performance analysis
In data communications, FER is important because even a single bit error in a frame may make the frame useless. Thus, most mobile communication systems choose the FER as a QoS parameter. A reasonable approximation for FER of a channel coding scheme is given by
and L frame denote the bit error probability of a channel coding scheme and the frame length, respectively.
C. Downlink power allocation for OCHM systems
In OCHM systems, the downlink power which is allocated for a specific MU is determined by the perforation probability, P p , as well as the channel environment. The perforation probability varies according to the number of users in a cell and the user activity at the specific time. Previous work only considered the mean perforation probability according to the number of MUs in a cell. However, the perforation probability of each MU is different from each other. Some MUs have lower or higher perforation probabilities than others at the specific time. In downlink, BS can know the exact number of perforated symbols in a frame of each MU at the time. Through the BER performance analysis shown in Section III-A, BS can determine the allocated power for a specific MU in downlink. If the BER or FER performance analysis does not exist, the link-level simulation results are required in each case.
The additional required E b /N 0 at an MU due to the perforation can be expressed as:
where f (A, B) denotes the function of the required E b /N 0 at MU for F ER req = A and P p = B, and it is derived from Eqs. (19) and (20) . The last term in Eq. (21) indicates the required E b /N 0 for P p = 0. F ER req denotes the required FER at receiver. The allocated symbol power for a specific MU at BS is determined as:
where µ, I total , T s , and L path denote the encoded bits per modulated symbol, the total interference at MU, the symbol time, and the path-loss between BS and the MU, respectively. As P p increases, the required energy at receiver, f (F ER req , P p ), increases and the allocated power, P T , also increases.
D. User capacity analysis
OCHM was proposed to accomodate more MUs than the number of codewords in downlink of CDMA systems. Recently, we have analyzed the downlink user capacity of OCHM system and have compared it with the user capacity of the conventional CDMA system [6] . In [6] , we defined code and power capacities independently like as the conventional CDMA systems. Thus, the overall user capacity is derived by the minimum value of two capacities. Code capacity of OCHM systems is defined as the maximum number of HPs for a given P p , which is expressed as:
It is derived from Eq. (2). Power capacity is defined as the maximum number of users under the condition that the allocated power is less than or equal to the maximum available power at BS, and it is expressed as:
where E s,max ,L path , and (E b /I 0 )
OCHM target denote the maximum symbol energy for data traffic at BS, the average pathlass at an MU, and the target (E b /I 0 ) for a given FER at MU, respectively. In [6] , we have illustrated the user capacity which is the minimum value of Eqs. (23) computer simulations for several cases in [6] . However, as we noted in Section III-C, the additional required energy at MU increases as P p increases. The allocated power for a specific MU in downlink at BS also increases as P p increases.
and the power capacity of OCHM system is expressed as:
where f (F ER req , P p ) is determined by the channel coding capability.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
A. BER performance
We assume that the wireless channel is an AWGN channel and a BPSK modulation scheme is utilized. In CDMA systems, a wireless channel can be AWGN even when multi-paths exist since the de-correlated output of interference at receiver can be modeled as a gaussian random variable. In addition, the analysis for BPSK can be used for QPSK. Fig. 2 shows the BER performance of convolutional code in OCHM systems. We utilize a convolutional code with a code rate of 1/3 and a constraint length of 9 (K = 9) using a generator polynomial (557, 663, 711) in octal number, and then, the free distance (d free ) of the encoder is 18. The convolutional code introduced above was used in the IS-95 uplink system [10] . The solid line represents Eq. (10) Table I summarizes the required E b /I 0 of convolutional code in Section IV-A for varying the values of F ER req and P p . As noted before, the required E b /N 0 values increase as P p increases and BS should allocate more power to MUs with large values of P p . More allocated power to MUs can limit the power capacity. Therefore, the channel coding scheme used for OCHM is a key factor affecting OCHM performances. If an MU requires larger power than a limit due to its perforation, BS need to perform an appropriate admission control scheme in order to save power consumption. 
B. Additional required energy at MU
C. User capacity
OCHM systems mitigate the code limit situation by allowing HP collision between active MUs. However, the HP collisions degrade the link level performance. Thus, each MU requires more energy for the same FER performance, compared with that of the conventional systems, as shown in Section IV-B. It decreases the power capacity. Since the overall capacity is the minimum value of code capacity and power capacity, the additional required energy at MU according to P p is the most important factor which determines the capacity. The code capacity of OCHM systems shown in Eq. (23) increases as P p increases, but the power capacity of OCHM system as shown in Eq. (25) decreases as P p increases. Hence, the overall capacity is determined by the intersection point of two user capacity curves. Fig. 3 shows the user capacities for varying the OCI values with CC as shown in IV-A. As the OCI value increases, the user capacity decreases sincẽ M p decreases. Table II summarizes the parameters and the overall user capacities of OCHM systems for varying the OCI values. The other parameters for modelling interference have the same values as those used in [6] and we assume that an omni-antenna is used at BS. When the OCI value is set to 20%, 281 users can be accommodated in downlink, which is much larger than the number of orthogonal codewords (N oc = 64). required energy at the receiver due to the perforation effect and adjust the power level for a target BER/FER performance at the receiver for varying the perforation probability. In addition, the user capacity of OCHM can be estimated for a given channel coding scheme.
